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(57) Disclosed are a non-public network configura-
tion method and apparatus, a CU, a DU, a base station,
and a computer-readable storage medium. The method
comprises: a CU acquiring configuration information of
CAG cells of at least one DU in a base station to which

the CU belongs; and the CU determining, according to
the configuration information of the CAG cells, informa-
tion of an activated CAG cell, and notifying the at least
one DU of the information of the activated CAG cell.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 201910087976.X filed with the CNI-
PA on Jan. 29, 2019, the disclosure of which is incorpo-
rated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to a non-public
network configuration method and apparatus, a central-
ized unit (CU), a distributed unit (DU), a base station, and
a computer-readable storage medium.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Non-public networks (NPN) refer to that one or
more cells in a mobile communication network have lim-
itations and conditions for users to access, while common
cells can allow all legitimate subscribers (and roaming
users) of operators to access. The concept of closed ac-
cess group (CAG) may be used for access control of the
NPN. A CAG refers to a group of subscribers allowed to
access one or more specific cells. Moreover, one user
may belong to a plurality of CAGs. Each CAG is identified
by a CAG identity (ID). A user equipment (UE), also
known as a terminal, maintains a CAG ID list (an ID list
of allowed CAGs) of the CAGs to which it belongs. Each
CAG cell broadcasts one CAG ID, and members of the
closed access group identified by the one CAG ID can
access the cell.
[0004] In addition, close CAG cells and hybrid CAG
cells may exist in the CAG cells. For a close CAG cell,
only subscribers belonged to this CAG can access the
cell. For a hybrid CAG cell, both subscribers belonged
to this CAG and other subscribers not belonging to this
CAG can also access the cell.
[0005] The 5th generation mobile communication sys-
tem (5G) network architecture has innovation and net-
working flexibility. A base station in the 5G network may
be split into two functional entities, i.e., a centralized unit
(CU) and a distributed unit (DU). One base station in-
cludes one centralized unit controlling a plurality of dis-
tributed units. FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an inter-
face between a CU and a DU. As shown in FIG. 1, in the
CU-DU split network architecture, delay-insensitive net-
work functions are placed in the CU and delay-sensitive
network functions are placed in the DU. The CU and the
DU perform transmission and are connected through ide-
al fronthaul or non-ideal fronthaul, thus implementing
multi-point cooperation functions and supporting flexible
networking of split or integrated stations.
[0006] For a cell, it is necessary to configure whether
the cell is a CAG cell and to configure a cell type (close
or hybrid). A UE needs to identify the CAG ID and cell
type of a cell so as to determine whether the cell can
serve the UE. However, when the base station is split
into a centralized unit and a distributed unit, cell man-

agement of the base station is coordinated by the CU
and the DU in the architecture. There is no process or
method supporting how centralized unit nodes and dis-
tributed unit nodes perform CAG cell configuration.

SUMMARY

[0007] The present disclosure provides a non-public
network configuration method and apparatus, a CU, a
DU, a base station, and a computer-readable storage
medium so as to implement configuration of a CAG cell.
[0008] A non-public network configuration method is
provided in the embodiments of the present disclosure
and includes steps described below.
[0009] A centralized unit (CU) acquires configuration
information of closed access group (CAG) cells of one
or more distributed units (DUs) in a base station to which
the CU belongs.
[0010] The CU notifies the one or more DUs of infor-
mation about an activated CAG cell.
[0011] A non-public network configuration method is
further provided in the embodiments of the present dis-
closure and includes steps described below.
[0012] A distributed unit (DU) sends configuration in-
formation of closed access group (CAG) cells to a cen-
tralized unit (CU).
[0013] The DU determines information about an acti-
vated CAG cell according to a notification from the CU.
[0014] A non-public network configuration apparatus
is further provided in the embodiments of the present
disclosure and includes an acquisition module and a no-
tification module.
[0015] The acquisition module is configured to acquire
configuration information of closed access group (CAG)
cells of one or more distributed units (DUs) in a base
station to which the acquisition module belongs.
[0016] The notification module is configured to notify
the one or more DUs of the information about the acti-
vated CAG cell.
[0017] A non-public network configuration apparatus
is further provided in the embodiments of the present
disclosure and includes a sending module and a deter-
mination module.
[0018] The sending module is configured to send con-
figuration information of closed access group (CAG) cells
to a centralized unit (CU).
[0019] The determination module is configured to de-
termine information about an activated CAG cell accord-
ing to a notification from the CU.
[0020] A centralized unit (CU) is further provided in the
embodiments of the present disclosure and includes a
memory, a processor, and a computer program stored
in the memory and executable by the processor. When
executing the program, the processor implements the
non-public network configuration method.
[0021] A distributed unit (DU) is further provided in the
embodiments of the present disclosure and includes a
memory, a processor, and a computer program stored
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in the memory and executable by the processor. When
executing the program, the processor implements the
non-public network configuration method.
[0022] A base station is further provided in the embod-
iments of the present disclosure and includes the cen-
tralized unit (CU) and one or more distributed units (DUs).
[0023] A computer-readable storage medium is further
provided in the embodiments of the present disclosure
and is configured to store computer-executable instruc-
tions for executing the non-public network configuration
method.
[0024] According to embodiments of the present dis-
closure, the method includes: a centralized unit (CU) ac-
quiring configuration information of closed access group
(CAG) cells of one or more distributed units (DUs) in a
base station to which the CU belongs; and the CU noti-
fying the one or more DUs of information about an acti-
vated CAG cell. Through the embodiments of the present
disclosure, the blank of CAG cell configuration in a CU-
DU split network architecture is filled, the CAG cell con-
figuration of CU nodes and DU nodes is implemented,
and further, the CU/DU can cooperate to page UEs and
initial user access based on the CAG cell configuration,
and notify other base stations of the CAG cell configura-
tion for resource coordination among base stations.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0025]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an interface between
a CU and a DU;
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a non-public network config-
uration method according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure (applied to a CU);
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a non-public network config-
uration method according to another embodiment of
the present disclosure (applied to a CU);
FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method for paging a UE in
accordance with CAG cell configuration according
to an embodiment of the present disclosure (applied
to a CU);
FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method for performing initial
UE access in accordance with CAG cell configura-
tion according to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure (applied to a CU);
FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a non-public network config-
uration method according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure (applied to a DU);
FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a non-public network config-
uration method according to another embodiment of
the present disclosure (applied to a DU);
FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a method for paging a UE in
accordance with CAG cell configuration according
to an embodiment of the present disclosure (applied
to a DU);
FIG. 9 is a flowchart of a method for performing initial
UE access in accordance with CAG cell configura-

tion according to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure (applied to a DU);
FIG. 10 is a flowchart of CAG information configura-
tion in an F1 setup process according to application
example one of the present disclosure;
FIG. 11 is a flowchart of CAG information configura-
tion in a DU configuration update process according
to application example two of the present disclosure;
FIG. 12 is a flowchart of CAG information configura-
tion in a CU configuration update process according
to application example three of the present disclo-
sure;
FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a CAG cell paging process
triggered by a radio access network (RAN) according
to application example four of the present disclosure;
FIG. 14 is a flowchart of a CAG cell paging process
triggered by a core network according to application
example five of the present disclosure;
FIG. 15 is a flowchart in which a CU notifies, in ac-
cordance with CAG configuration information, a core
network of verification in a UE access process ac-
cording to application example six of the present dis-
closure;
FIG. 16 is a flowchart of interactive CAG information
configuration in an interface setup process between
base stations according to application example sev-
en of the present disclosure;
FIG. 17 is a flowchart of interactive CAG information
configuration in a base station configuration update
process according to application example eight of
the present disclosure;
FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram of a non-public net-
work configuration apparatus according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure (applied to a CU);
FIG. 19 is a schematic diagram of a non-public net-
work configuration apparatus according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure (applied to a DU);
FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram of a CU according
to an embodiment of the present disclosure; and
FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram of a DU according
to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] Embodiments of the present disclosure will be
described below in detail in conjunction with the draw-
ings.
[0027] The steps illustrated in the flowcharts among
the drawings may be performed by, for example, a com-
puter system capable of executing a set of computer-
executable instructions. Moreover, although logical se-
quences are illustrated in the flowcharts, the illustrated
or described steps may be performed in sequences dif-
ferent from those described herein in some cases.
[0028] The embodiments of the present disclosure pro-
pose that the configuration of a non-public network is
implemented through direct exchange between a CU and
a DU.
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[0029] As shown in FIG. 2, a non-public network con-
figuration method on a CU side provided in the embodi-
ments of the present disclosure includes steps described
below.
[0030] Step 201: A CU acquires configuration informa-
tion of CAG cells of one or more DUs in a base station
to which the CU belongs.
[0031] The CU may obtain the configuration informa-
tion of the CAG cells through a fronthaul interface be-
tween the CU and the DU.
[0032] The configuration information of the CAG cells
may include, but is not limited to, cell identities of the
CAG cells, types of the CAG cells, CAG identities con-
figured for the CAG cells, and the like.
[0033] In an embodiment, the step 201 includes a step
described below.
[0034] The CU receives a first message sent by the
one or more DUs, wherein the first message carries first
configuration information including the configuration in-
formation of the CAG cells of the one or more DUs.
[0035] The first message may include, but is not limited
to an F1 setup request message, a DU configuration up-
date request message, and the like.
[0036] In an embodiment, the first configuration infor-
mation may include, but is not limited to, at least one of:
one or more cell identities; indication information about
a cell type which includes at least one of a close CAG
cell, a hybrid CAG cell, or a non-CAG cell; one or more
public land mobile network (PLMN) identities to which
the cell belongs; a CAG identity configured for a cell; or
cell broadcast information configured at a DU side, where
the cell broadcast information includes at least one of: a
CAG identity of a cell or indication information about a
cell type.
[0037] In a case where multiple cells exist, the indica-
tion information about a cell type, the one or more PLMN
identities to which a cell belongs, and the CAG identity
configured for a cell all refer to relevant information cor-
responding to each cell.
[0038] The indication information about a cell type is
used for identifying whether the cell is a close CAG cell,
a hybrid CAG cell or a non-CAG cell.
[0039] The CU can obtain the configuration information
of the CAG cells according to the first configuration in-
formation.
[0040] Step 202: The CU notifies the one or more DUs
of information about an activated CAG cell. The CU can
determine the activated CAG cell according to the ob-
tained configuration information of the CAG cells of the
one or more DUs, and thus notify the one or more DUs
of the information about the activated CAG cell.
[0041] The information about the activated CAG cell
may include, but is not limited to, cell identities of one or
more activated CAG cells; one or more PLMN identities
to which the activated CAG cell belongs; cell broadcast
information configured at the CU side, and the like.
[0042] In an embodiment, the step 202 includes a step
described below.

[0043] The CU sends a second feedback message car-
rying second configuration information to the one or more
DUs, and notifies, through the second configuration in-
formation, the one or more DUs of the information about
the activated CAG cell.
[0044] In an embodiment, the second feedback mes-
sage may include, but is not limited to, an F1 setup re-
sponse message, a DU configuration update acknowl-
edge message, and a CU configuration update message.
[0045] In an embodiment, the second configuration in-
formation may include, but is not limited to, at least one
of: cell identities of one or more activated CAG cells; one
or more PLMN identities to which the activated CAG cell
belongs; or cell broadcast information configured at a CU
side, where the cell broadcast information includes a cell
identity of a neighboring cell and information indicating
whether the neighboring cell supports a CAG.
[0046] As shown in FIG. 3, in an embodiment, the
method may further include a step 301 after the step 201.
[0047] Step 301: The CU notifies other base stations
of information about the CAG cells of the one or more
DUs.
[0048] The CU determines the information about the
CAG cells of one or more DUs according to the configu-
ration information of the CAG cells obtained in the step
201, and thus notify other base stations of information
about whether the neighboring cells of the cells covered
and configured by other base stations support CAGs.
The information about the CAG cells may include, but is
not limited to, cell identities of the CAG cells, types of the
CAG cells, CAG identities configured for the CAG cells,
and the like.
[0049] In an embodiment, the step 301 includes a step
described below.
[0050] The CU sends a third message carrying third
configuration information to other base stations, where
the third configuration information is used for indicating
the information about the CAG cells of the one or more
DUs.
[0051] In an embodiment, the third message includes,
but is not limited to, at least one of: an interface setup
message between base stations or a node configuration
update message between base stations.
[0052] The interface between the base stations may
be an XN interface.
[0053] The node configuration update message be-
tween base stations may be interacted through the XN
interface.
[0054] In an embodiment, the third configuration infor-
mation includes, but is not limited to, at least one of: one
or more cell identities; indication information about a cell
type which includes at least one of a close CAG cell, a
hybrid CAG cell, or a non-CAG cell; one or more PLMN
identities to which the cell belongs; or a CAG identity
configured for a cell.
[0055] Accordingly, in an embodiment, the method fur-
ther includes a step described below.
[0056] The CU receives a third message carrying third
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configuration information and sent by another base sta-
tion, and configures, according to the third configuration
information, information about whether a neighboring cell
of a cell of the base station to which the CU belongs
supports a CAG. A third message carrying the third con-
figuration information sent by a CU of another base sta-
tion may be received, so that the information about
whether the neighboring cell of the cell covered by the
base station itself supports the CAG is configured.
[0057] Through the embodiment of the present disclo-
sure, the blank of CAG cell configuration in a CU-DU split
network architecture is filled, and the CAG cell configu-
ration of a CU node and a DU node is implemented.
[0058] As shown in FIG. 4, a method for paging a UE
in accordance with CAG cell configuration is further pro-
vided in the embodiments of the present disclosure. The
method is based on the non-public network configuration
method and further includes steps described below.
[0059] Step 401: The CU sends a paging message to
a target DU to notify the target DU of paging of a desig-
nated UE in a target CAG cell.
[0060] The manner in which the CU determines a to-
be-paged target CAG identity may include a manner de-
scribed below.
[0061] Before the step 401, the CU determines the to-
be-paged target CAG identity according to one or more
CAG identities carried in a received paging message sent
by a core network or according to the configuration infor-
mation of the CAG cells.
[0062] The manner in which the CU determines the
target DU may include a manner described below. Before
the step 401, the CU determines the target DU according
to the configuration information of the CAG cells of the
one or more DUs in the base station to which the CU
belongs.
[0063] In one implementation, the CU may designate
the target CAG cell through the paging message, where
before the step 401, the CU determines one or more tar-
get CAG cells according to the configuration information
of the CAG cells of one or more DUs in the base station
to which the CU belongs, the paging message carrying
cell identities of the one or more target CAG cells.
[0064] In another implementation, when the DU deter-
mines the target CAG cell, the paging message carries
one or more paging cell identities and one or more target
CAG identities so that the target DU determines the target
CAG cell according to the one or more paging cell iden-
tities and the one or more target CAG identities.
[0065] As shown in FIG. 5, a method for performing
initial UE access in accordance with CAG cell configura-
tion is further provided in the embodiments of the present
disclosure and includes steps described below.
[0066] Step 501: The CU acquires CAG information of
a target access cell according to the configuration infor-
mation of the CAG cells of the one or more DUs and
according to the target access cell of a UE.
[0067] In an embodiment, the CAG information of the
target access cell includes, but is not limited to, at least

one of: information about a UE identity, an identity of the
target access cell, a CAG identity of the target access
cell; or information indicating a type of the target access
cell.
[0068] Step 502: The CU sends, through a fourth mes-
sage, the CAG information of the target access cell to a
core network for verification.
[0069] In an embodiment, the fourth message in-
cludes, but is not limited to, an initial uplink UE message.
In an embodiment, the verification information includes,
but is not limited to, CAG member verification information
of the UE, where the CAG member verification informa-
tion is used for identifying whether the UE is a CAG mem-
ber of the target access cell.
[0070] Step 503: The CU receives verification informa-
tion returned by the core network, and performs a sub-
sequent access process on the UE according to the ver-
ification information.
[0071] In an embodiment, the method further includes:
after the CU receives the verification information returned
by the core network, the CU sends a fifth message to the
DU, where the fifth message carries the verification in-
formation.
[0072] In an embodiment, the fifth message includes,
but is not limited to, an F1 UE context setup request. The
cases described below may exist in the step 503.
[0073] Case one: The UE is the CAG member of the
target access cell.
[0074] The CU receives the verification information re-
turned by the core network, and sets up a traffic connec-
tion with the UE when determining that the UE is the CAG
member of the target access cell.
[0075] Case two: The UE is not the CAG member of
the target access cell. 1. The target access cell is a close
CAG cell.
[0076] In such case, the CU hands over the UE to a
non-CAG cell or releases a connection with the UE. 2.
The target access cell is a hybrid CAG cell.
[0077] In such case, the CU hands over the UE to a
cell excluding the target access cell, or sets up a traffic
connection with the UE and provides a service for the
UE at a service level lower than a service level provided
for the CAG member.
[0078] As shown in FIG. 6, a non-public network con-
figuration method on a DU side provided in the embodi-
ments of the present disclosure includes steps described
below.
[0079] Step 601: A DU sends configuration information
of CAG cells to a CU.
[0080] The DU may send the configuration information
of the CAG cells through a fronthaul interface between
the DU and the CU.
[0081] The configuration information of the CAG cells
may include, but is not limited to, cell identities of the
CAG cells, types of the CAG cells, CAG identities con-
figured for the CAG cells, and the like.
[0082] In an embodiment, the step 601 includes a step
described below.
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[0083] The DU sends a first message to the CU, where
the first message carries first configuration information
including the configuration information of the CAG cells
of the DU.
[0084] The first message may include, but is not limited
to an F1 setup request message, a DU configuration up-
date request message, and the like.
[0085] In an embodiment, the first configuration infor-
mation may include, but is not limited to, at least one of:
one or more cell identities; indication information about
a cell type which includes at least one of a close CAG
cell, a hybrid CAG cell, or a non-CAG cell; one or more
PLMN identities to which the cell belongs; a CAG identity
configured for a cell; or cell broadcast information con-
figured at a DU side, where the cell broadcast information
includes at least one of: a CAG identity of a cell or indi-
cation information about a cell type.
[0086] In a case where multiple cells exist, the indica-
tion information about a cell type, the one or more PLMN
identities to which a cell belongs, and the CAG identity
configured for a cell all refer to relevant information cor-
responding to each cell.
[0087] The indication information about a cell type is
used for identifying whether the cell is a close CAG cell,
a hybrid CAG cell or a non-CAG cell.
[0088] The CU can obtain the configuration information
of the CAG cells according to the first configuration in-
formation.
[0089] Step 602: The DU determines information about
an activated CAG cell according to a notification from the
CU.
[0090] The information about the activated CAG cell
may include, but is not limited to, cell identities of one or
more activated CAG cells; one or more PLMN identities
to which the activated CAG cell belongs; cell broadcast
information configured at the CU side, and the like.
[0091] In an embodiment, the step 602 includes a step
described below.
[0092] The DU receives a second feedback message
carrying second configuration information sent by the
CU, and determines, through the second configuration
information, the information about the activated CAG cell.
[0093] In an embodiment, the second feedback mes-
sage includes, but is not limited to, at least one of: an F1
setup response message, a DU configuration update ac-
knowledge message, or a CU configuration update mes-
sage.
[0094] In an embodiment, the second configuration in-
formation includes, but is not limited to, at least one of:
cell identities of one or more activated CAG cells; one or
more PLMN identities to which the activated CAG cell
belongs; or cell broadcast information configured at a CU
side, where the cell broadcast information includes a cell
identity of a neighboring cell and information indicating
whether the neighboring cell supports a CAG.
[0095] As shown in FIG. 7, in an embodiment, the
method may further include a step 701 after the step 602.
[0096] Step 701: The DU sends cell broadcast infor-

mation in the activated CAG cell.
[0097] In an embodiment, the cell broadcast informa-
tion includes, but is not limited to, at least one of: corre-
sponding cell broadcast information configured at a DU
side; or corresponding cell broadcast information config-
ured at a CU side, where the corresponding cell broad-
cast information configured at the CU side includes a cell
identity of a neighboring cell and an indication of whether
the neighboring cell supports a CAG.
[0098] The corresponding cell broadcast information
configured at the CU side is the corresponding cell broad-
cast information configured at the CU side in the second
configuration information.
[0099] As shown in FIG. 8, a method for paging a UE
in accordance with CAG cell configuration is further pro-
vided in the embodiments of the present disclosure. The
method is based on the non-public network configuration
method and further includes steps described below.
[0100] Step 801: The DU receives a paging message
sent by the CU.
[0101] The paging message carries cell identities of
one or more target CAG cells, or the paging message
carries one or more paging cell identities and one or more
target CAG identities.
[0102] Step 802: The DU pages a designated UE in a
target CAG cell according to the paging message. When
the paging message carries cell identities of one or more
target CAG cells, the DU pages, according to the paging
message, the designated UE in the target CAG cell des-
ignated by the paging message.
[0103] When the paging message carries one or more
paging cell identities and one or more target CAG iden-
tities, the DU determines the target CAG cell according
to the one or more paging cell identities and the one or
more target CAG identities, and pages the designated
UE in the target CAG cell.
[0104] As shown in FIG. 9, a method for performing
initial UE access in accordance with CAG cell configura-
tion is further provided in the embodiments of the present
disclosure and includes steps described below.
[0105] Step 901: The DU receives a radio resource
control (RRC) connection request message sent by a
UE, where the RRC connection request message carries
an identity of a target access cell of the UE.
[0106] Step 902: The DU sends the RRC connection
request message to the CU.
[0107] Step 903: The DU receives verification informa-
tion sent by the CU.
[0108] In an embodiment, the step in which the DU
receives the verification information sent by the CU in-
cludes: the DU receives a fifth message sent by the CU,
where the fifth message carries the verification informa-
tion. The fifth message includes, but is not limited to, an
F1 UE context setup request. The verification information
includes CAG member verification information of the UE,
and the CAG member verification information is used for
identifying whether the UE is a CAG member of the target
access cell.
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[0109] Several application examples are described be-
low. It is to be noted the name CAG is only a name for
non-public networks, and non-public networks may also
be represented by other names.

Application example one: CAG information configuration 
in an F1 setup process

[0110] As shown in FIG. 10, the process includes the
steps described below.
[0111] Step 1001: A CU receives an F1 setup message
sent by a DU. The message carries configuration infor-
mation of CAG cells of the DU. The configuration infor-
mation includes at least one of: one or more cell identities;
a corresponding cell type indication for identifying wheth-
er a cell is a hybrid CAG cell, a close CAG cell, or a non-
CAG cell; one or more PLMN IDs to which a correspond-
ing cell belongs; a CAG ID configured for a corresponding
cell; or cell broadcast information configured at a DU side,
where the cell broadcast information includes the CAG
ID of the corresponding cell and the corresponding cell
type indication for identifying whether the cell is a hybrid
CAG cell, a close CAG cell or a non-CAG cell.
[0112] Step 1002: The CU sends an F1 setup response
message to the DU. The message carries configuration
information used for notifying the DU of an available ac-
tivated CAG cell (i.e., activated CAG cell). The configu-
ration information includes at least one of: cell identities
of one or more activated CAG cells; one or more PLMN
IDs to which the corresponding cell belongs; or cell broad-
cast information configured at a CU side, where the cell
broadcast information includes a cell identity of a neigh-
boring cell of the corresponding cell and an indication of
whether the neighboring cell supports a CAG.
[0113] Step 1003: The DU sends the cell broadcast
information over the activated cell according to the F1
setup response message. The cell broadcast information
includes corresponding cell broadcast information con-
figured at the CU side in the F1 setup response message
and corresponding cell broadcast information configured
at the DU side. The corresponding cell broadcast infor-
mation configured at the CU side includes the cell identity
of the neighboring cell of the corresponding cell and the
indication of whether the neighboring cell supports a
CAG.

Application example two: CAG information configuration 
in a DU configuration update process

[0114] As shown in FIG. 11, the process includes the
steps described below.
[0115] Step 1101: A CU receives a DU configuration
update message sent by a DU. The message carries
configuration information of CAG cells of the DU. The
configuration information includes at least one of: one or
more cell identities; a corresponding cell type indication
for identifying whether a cell is a hybrid CAG cell, a close
CAG cell, or a non-CAG cell; one or more PLMN IDs to

which a corresponding cell belongs; a CAG ID configured
for a corresponding cell; or cell broadcast information
configured at a DU side, where the cell broadcast infor-
mation includes the CAG ID of the corresponding cell
and the corresponding cell type indication for identifying
whether the cell is a hybrid CAG cell, a close CAG cell
or a non-CAG cell.
[0116] Step 1102: The CU sends a DU configuration
update acknowledge message to the DU. The message
carries configuration information used for notifying the
DU of an available activated CAG cell (i.e., activated CAG
cell). The configuration information includes at least one
of: cell identities of one or more activated CAG cells; one
or more PLMN IDs to which the corresponding cell be-
longs; or cell broadcast information configured at a CU
side, where the cell broadcast information includes a cell
identity of a neighboring cell of the corresponding cell
and an indication of whether the neighboring cell sup-
ports a CAG.
[0117] Step 1103: The DU sends the cell broadcast
information over the activated cell according to the DU
configuration update acknowledge message. The cell
broadcast information includes corresponding cell broad-
cast information configured at the CU side in the DU con-
figuration update acknowledge message and corre-
sponding cell broadcast information configured at the DU
side. The corresponding cell broadcast information con-
figured at the CU side includes the cell identity of the
neighboring cell of the corresponding cell and the indi-
cation of whether the neighboring cell supports a CAG.

Application example three: CAG information configura-
tion in a CU configuration update process

[0118] As shown in FIG. 12, the process includes the
steps described below.
[0119] Step 1201: A CU sends a CU configuration up-
date message to a DU. The message carries configura-
tion information used for notifying the DU of an available
activated CAG cell. The configuration information in-
cludes at least one of: cell identities of one or more acti-
vated CAG cells; one or more PLMN IDs to which a cor-
responding cell belongs; or cell broadcast information
configured at a CU side, where the cell broadcast infor-
mation includes a cell identity of a neighboring cell of the
corresponding cell and an indication of whether the
neighboring cell supports a CAG.
[0120] Step 1202: The DU sends a CU configuration
update acknowledge message to the CU.
[0121] Step 1203: The DU sends cell broadcast infor-
mation over the activated cell according to the CU con-
figuration update message. The cell broadcast informa-
tion includes corresponding cell broadcast information
configured at a DU side and corresponding cell broadcast
information configured at the CU side. The corresponding
cell broadcast information configured at the CU side in-
cludes the cell identity of the neighboring cell of the cor-
responding cell and the indication of whether the neigh-
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boring cell supports a CAG.

Application example four: Paging process triggered by a 
radio access network (RAN)

[0122] As shown in FIG. 13, the process includes the
steps described below.
[0123] Step 1301: A CU acquires configuration of CAG
cells belonging to a plurality of DUs, and determines a
to-be-paged target CAG ID according to the configuration
of the CAG cells belonging to the plurality of DUs.
[0124] Optional step 1302: (The main purpose of this
step is to screen a target paging cell by the CU according
to the CAG ID); in step 1302a.1, the CU determines, ac-
cording to the configuration of the CAG cells belonging
to the plurality of DUs, the target paging cell to be the
cell configured with the to-be-paged target CAG ID, that
is, a target CAG cell. In step 1302a.2, the CU sends a
paging message to the DU, the message carrying one
or more target paging cell identities determined by the
CU.
[0125] Optional step 1302: (The main purpose of this
step is to screen a target paging cell by the DU according
to the CAG ID); in step 1302b.1, the CU sends a paging
message to the DU, the message carrying one or more
paging cell identities and one or more target CAG IDs.
[0126] Step 1303: The DU receives the paging mes-
sage. Optionally, the DU determines the target paging
cell from paging cells carried in the corresponding paging
message according to the target CAG ID carried in the
paging message, or the DU determines the target paging
cell according to a target paging cell designated by the
paging message; and the DU pages a UE in the target
paging cell.

Application example five: Paging process triggered by a 
core network

[0127] As shown in FIG. 14, the process includes the
steps described below.
[0128] Step 1401: A CU acquires configuration of CAG
cells belonging to a plurality of DUs.
[0129] Step 1402: The CU receives a core network
paging message, where the core network paging mes-
sage carries one or more to-be-paged CAG IDs. The CU
determines a to-be-paged target CAG ID according to
the one or more to-be-paged CAG IDs carried in the core
network paging message. Optional step 1403: (The main
purpose of this step is to screen a target paging cell by
the CU according to the CAG ID); in step 1403a.1, the
CU determines, according to the configuration of the
CAG cells belonging to the plurality of DUs, the target
paging cell to be the cell configured with the to-be-paged
target CAG ID, that is, a target CAG cell. In step 1403a.2,
the CU sends a paging message to the DU, the message
carrying one or more target paging cell identities deter-
mined by the CU.
[0130] Optional step 1403: (The main purpose of this

step is to screen a target paging cell by the DU according
to the CAG ID); in step 1403b.1, the CU sends a paging
message to the DU, the message carrying one or more
paging cell identities and one or more target CAG IDs.
[0131] Step 1404: The DU receives the paging mes-
sage; optionally, the DU determines the target paging
cell from paging cells carried in the corresponding paging
message according to the target CAG ID carried in the
paging message, or the DU determines the target paging
cell according to a target paging cell designated by the
paging message; and the DU pages a UE in the target
paging cell.

Application example six: According to CAG configuration 
information, a CU notifies a core network of verification 
during a UE access process.

[0132] As shown in FIG. 15, the process includes the
steps described below.
[0133] Step 1501: A UE sends an RRC connection re-
quest message to a DU, where the message carries a
target cell ID.
[0134] Step 1502: The DU determines whether to ad-
mit, and sends the RRC connection request message to
a CU through an initial uplink RRC message.
[0135] Step 1503: The CU sends an RRC connection
setup message to the UE.
[0136] Step 1504: The UE sends an RRC connection
complete message to the CU.
[0137] Step 1505: The CU acquires CAG information
of a target access cell according to configuration of CAG
cells of a plurality of DUs and a target cell indicated in
the RRC connection request from the UE, and sends,
through an initial uplink UE message, the CAG informa-
tion of the target cell to the core network for verification.
The CAG information of the target cell includes at least
one of: information about a user identity; an identity of
the target cell; a CAG ID of the target cell; or a target cell
type indication for identifying whether the cell is a hybrid
CAG cell, a close CAG cell or a non-CAG cell.
[0138] Step 1506: The core network verifies whether
the user is the CAG member according to the CAG in-
formation of the target access cell.
[0139] Step 1507: The core network sends an NG UE
context setup request message to the CU. The message
carries CAG member verification information of the user,
and the CAG member verification information is used for
identifying whether the UE is a CAG member of the target
cell.
[0140] Step 1508: According to the member verifica-
tion information returned by the core network, if the UE
is a member of the CAG cell, the CU subsequently sets
up a traffic connection with the UE; if the UE is not a
member of the CAG cell and the CAG cell is a close CAG
cell, the CU may hand over the user to a non-CAG cell
or release a connection with the UE; if the UE is not a
member of the CAG cell and the CAG cell is a hybrid cell,
the CU may hand over the user to another cell, or set up
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a traffic connection with the UE and provide a service for
the UE with a lower Quality of Service (QOS).
[0141] Step 1509: The CU sends an F1 UE context
setup request message to the DU. The message carries
CAG member verification information of the user fed back
by the core network, and the CAG member verification
information is used for notifying the DU of whether the
UE is a CAG member of the target cell.
[0142] Step 1510: The DU returns an F1 UE context
setup response message to the CU.
[0143] Step 1511: According to the determination in
the step 1508 and according to the different CAG member
verification cases, a subsequent RRC release is com-
pleted/a traffic setup is completed through RRC recon-
figuration/a handover is completed.

Application example seven: Interactive CAG information 
configuration in an interface setup process between base 
stations

[0144] As shown in FIG. 16, the process includes the
steps described below.
[0145] Step 1601: Abase station (NODE1) sends an
XN interface setup message to another base station
(NODE2). The message carries configuration informa-
tion used for indicating CAG cell information of the base
station (NODE1). The configuration information includes
at least one of: one or more cell identities; a correspond-
ing cell type indication for identifying whether a cell is a
hybrid CAG cell, a close CAG cell, or a non-CAG cell;
one or more PLMN IDs to which a corresponding cell
belongs; or a CAG ID configured for a corresponding cell.
[0146] Step 1602: The base station (NODE2) receives
the XN interface setup request message, configures, ac-
cording to CAG cell configuration information carried in
the message, whether the neighboring cell of a cell of
the base station (NODE2) supports a CAG, and returns
an XN setup response message to the base station
(NODE1).

Application example eight: Interactive CAG information 
configuration in a base station configuration update proc-
ess

[0147] As shown in FIG. 17, the process includes the
steps described below.
[0148] Step 1701: A base station (NODE1) sends a
node configuration update message to another base sta-
tion (NODE2). The message carries configuration infor-
mation used for indicating CAG cell information of the
base station (NODE1). The configuration information in-
cludes at least one of: one or more cell identities; a cor-
responding cell type indication for identifying whether a
cell is a hybrid CAG cell, a close CAG cell, or a non-CAG
cell; one or more PLMN IDs to which a corresponding
cell belongs; or a CAG ID configured for a corresponding
cell.
[0149] Step 1702: The base station (NODE2) receives

the node configuration update message, configures, ac-
cording to CAG cell configuration information carried in
the message, whether the neighboring cell of a cell of
the base station (NODE2) supports a CAG, and returns
a node configuration update acknowledge message to
the base station (NODE1).
[0150] As shown in FIG. 18, a non-public network con-
figuration apparatus applied to a CU is further provided
in the embodiments of the present disclosure. The ap-
paratus includes an acquisition module 1801 and a no-
tification module 1802. The acquisition module 1801 is
configured to acquire configuration information of closed
access group (CAG) cells of one or more distributed units
(DUs) in a base station to which the acquisition module
1801 belongs. The notification module 1802 is configured
to notify the one or more DUs of information about an
activated CAG cell.
[0151] Through the embodiment of the present disclo-
sure, the blank of CAG cell configuration in a CU-DU split
network architecture is filled, and the CAG cell configu-
ration of a CU node and a DU node is implemented.
[0152] In an embodiment, the acquisition module 1801
is configured to acquire the configuration information of
the CAG cells through a fronthaul interface between the
sending module 1901 and the one or more CUs.
[0153] In an embodiment, the acquisition module 1801
is configured to receive a first message sent by the one
or more DUs, where the first message carries first con-
figuration information including the configuration infor-
mation of the CAG cells of the one or more DUs.
[0154] In an embodiment, the first message includes
at least one of: an F1 setup request message or a DU
configuration update request message.
[0155] In an embodiment, the first configuration infor-
mation includes at least one of: one or more cell identities;
indication information about a cell type which includes at
least one of a close CAG cell, a hybrid CAG cell, or a
non-CAG cell; one or more PLMN identities to which the
cell belongs; a CAG identity configured for a cell; or cell
broadcast information configured at a DU side, where
the cell broadcast information includes at least one of: a
CAG identity of a cell or indication information about a
cell type.
[0156] In an embodiment, the notification module 1802
is configured to send a second feedback message car-
rying second configuration information to the one or more
DUs, and notify, through the second configuration infor-
mation, the one or more DUs of the information about
the activated CAG cell. In an embodiment, the second
feedback message includes at least one of: an F1 setup
response message, a DU configuration update acknowl-
edge message, or a CU configuration update message.
[0157] In an embodiment, the second configuration in-
formation includes at least one of: cell identities of one
or more activated CAG cells; one or more PLMN identities
to which the activated CAG cell belongs; or cell broadcast
information configured at a CU side, where the cell broad-
cast information includes a cell identity of a neighboring
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cell and information indicating whether the neighboring
cell supports a CAG.
[0158] In an embodiment, the notification module 1802
is further configured to notify other base stations of infor-
mation about the CAG cells of the one or more DUs.
[0159] In an embodiment, the notification module 1802
is configured to enable a CU to send a third message
carrying third configuration information to other base sta-
tions, where the third configuration information is used
for indicating the information about the CAG cells of the
one or more DUs.
[0160] In an embodiment, the third message includes
at least one of: an interface setup message between base
stations or a node configuration update message be-
tween base stations.
[0161] In an embodiment, the third configuration infor-
mation includes at least one of: one or more cell identities;
indication information about a cell type which includes at
least one of a close CAG cell, a hybrid CAG cell, or a
non-CAG cell; one or more PLMN identities to which the
cell belongs; or a CAG identity configured for a cell.
[0162] In an embodiment, the acquisition module 1801
is further configured to receive a third message carrying
third configuration information and sent by another base
station, and configure, according to the third configura-
tion information, information about whether a neighbor-
ing cell of a cell of the base station to which the acquisition
module 1801 belongs supports a CAG.
[0163] In an embodiment, the notification module 1802
is further configured to enable the CU to send a paging
message to a target DU to notify the target DU of paging
of a designated user equipment (UE) in a target CAG cell.
[0164] In an embodiment, the notification module 1802
is further configured to determine a to-be-paged target
CAG identity according to one or more CAG identities
carried in a received paging message sent by a core net-
work or according to the configuration information of the
CAG cells.
[0165] In an embodiment, the notification module 1802
is further configured to determine a target DU according
to the configuration information of the CAG cells of the
one or more DUs in the base station to which the notifi-
cation module 1802 belongs.
[0166] In an embodiment, the notification module 1802
is further configured to determine one or more target CAG
cells according to the configuration information of the
CAG cells of one or more DUs in the base station to which
the notification module 1802 belongs, the paging mes-
sage carrying cell identities of the one or more target
CAG cells.
[0167] In an embodiment, the paging message carries
one or more paging cell identities and one or more target
CAG identities so that the target DU determines the target
CAG cell according to the one or more paging cell iden-
tities and the one or more target CAG identities.
[0168] In an embodiment, the acquisition module 1801
is further configured to acquire CAG information of a tar-
get access cell according to the configuration information

of the CAG cells of the one or more DUs and according
to the target access cell of a UE.
[0169] The notification module 1802 is further config-
ured to send, through a fourth message, the CAG infor-
mation of the target access cell to a core network for
verification. The apparatus further includes an access
module configured to receive verification information re-
turned by the core network, and perform a subsequent
access process on the UE according to the verification
information.
[0170] In an embodiment, the CAG information of a
target cell includes at least one of: information about a
user identity, an identity of the target cell, a CAG identity
of the target cell; or information indicating a type of the
target cell.
[0171] In an embodiment, the fourth message includes
an initial uplink UE message.
[0172] In an embodiment, the verification information
includes CAG member verification information of the UE,
where the CAG member verification information is used
for identifying whether the UE is a CAG member of the
target access cell.
[0173] In an embodiment, the notification module 1802
is further configured to send a fifth message to the DU,
where the fifth message carries the verification informa-
tion.
[0174] In an embodiment, the fifth message includes
an F1 UE context setup request.
[0175] In an embodiment, the access module is con-
figured to: in a case where the UE is the CAG member
of the target access cell, set up a traffic connection with
the UE; in a case where the UE is not the CAG member
of the target access cell and the target access cell is a
close CAG cell, hand over the UE to a non-CAG cell or
release a connection; or in a case where the UE is not
the CAG member of the target access cell and the target
access cell is a hybrid CAG cell, hand over the UE to a
cell excluding the target access cell, or set up a traffic
connection with the UE and provide a service for the UE
at a service level lower than a service level provided for
the CAG member.
[0176] As shown in FIG. 19, a non-public network con-
figuration apparatus applied to a DU is further provided
in the embodiments of the present disclosure. The ap-
paratus includes a sending module 1901 configured to
send configuration information of closed access group
(CAG) cells to a centralized unit (CU) and a determination
module 1902 configured to determine information about
an activated CAG cell according to a notification from the
CU.
[0177] Through the embodiment of the present disclo-
sure, the blank of CAG cell configuration in a CU-DU split
network architecture is filled, and the CAG cell configu-
ration of a CU node and a DU node is implemented.
[0178] In an embodiment, the sending module 1901 is
configured to send the configuration information of the
CAG cells through a fronthaul interface between the
sending module 1901 and the CU. In an embodiment,
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the sending module 1901 is configured to enable the DU
to send a first message to the CU, where the first mes-
sage carries first configuration information including the
configuration information of the CAG cells of the DU.
[0179] In an embodiment, the first message includes
at least one of: an F1 setup request message or a DU
configuration update request message.
[0180] In an embodiment, the first configuration infor-
mation includes at least one of: one or more cell identities;
indication information about a cell type which includes at
least one of a close CAG cell, a hybrid CAG cell, or a
non-CAG cell; one or more PLMN identities to which the
cell belongs; a CAG identity configured for a cell; or cell
broadcast information configured at a DU side, where
the cell broadcast information includes at least one of: a
CAG identity of a cell or indication information about a
cell type.
[0181] In an embodiment, the determination module
1902 is configured to enable the DU to receive a second
feedback message carrying second configuration infor-
mation and sent by the CU, and determine, through the
second configuration information, the information about
the activated CAG cell.
[0182] In an embodiment, the second feedback mes-
sage includes at least one of: an F1 setup response mes-
sage, a DU configuration update acknowledge message,
or a CU configuration update message.
[0183] In an embodiment, the second configuration in-
formation includes at least one of: cell identities of one
or more activated CAG cells; one or more PLMN identities
to which the activated CAG cell belongs; or cell broadcast
information configured at a CU side, where the cell broad-
cast information includes a cell identity of a neighboring
cell and information indicating whether the neighboring
cell supports a CAG.
[0184] In an embodiment, the sending module 1901 is
further configured to send cell broadcast information in
the activated CAG cell.
[0185] In an embodiment, the cell broadcast informa-
tion includes at least one of: corresponding cell broadcast
information configured at a DU side; or corresponding
cell broadcast information configured at a CU side, where
the corresponding cell broadcast information configured
at the CU side includes a cell identity of a neighboring
cell and an indication of whether the neighboring cell sup-
ports a CAG.
[0186] In an embodiment, the apparatus further in-
cludes a receiving module and a paging module. The
receiving module is configured to receive a paging mes-
sage sent by the CU.
[0187] The paging module is configured to page a des-
ignated user equipment (UE) in a target CAG cell accord-
ing to the paging message.
[0188] In an embodiment, the paging module is con-
figured to page, according to cell identities of one or more
target CAG cells carried in the paging message, the des-
ignated UE in the target CAG cell designated by the pag-
ing message.

[0189] In an embodiment, the paging module is con-
figured to determine the target CAG cell according to one
or more paging cell identities and one or more target CAG
identities carried in the paging message, and pages the
designated UE in the target CAG cell.
[0190] In an embodiment, the receiving module is fur-
ther configured to receive a radio resource control (RRC)
connection request message sent by a UE, where the
RRC connection request message carries an identity of
a target access cell of the UE; the sending module 1901
is further configured to send the RRC connection request
message to the CU; and the receiving module is further
configured to receive verification information sent by the
CU.
[0191] In an embodiment, the receiving module is con-
figured to enable the DU to receive a fifth message sent
by the CU, where the fifth message carries the verification
information. The fifth message includes an F1 UE context
setup request. The verification information includes CAG
member verification information of the UE, and the CAG
member verification information is used for identifying
whether the UE is a CAG member of the target access
cell.
[0192] As shown in FIG. 20, a CU is further provided
in the embodiments of the present disclosure. The CU
includes a memory 2001, a processor 2002, and a com-
puter program 2003 stored in the memory 2001 and ex-
ecutable by the processor 2002. When executing the pro-
gram, the processor 2002 implements the information
transmission method.
[0193] As shown in FIG. 21, a DU is further provided
in the embodiments of the present disclosure. The DU
includes a memory 2101, a processor 2102, and a com-
puter program 2103 stored in the memory 2101 and ex-
ecutable by the processor 2102. When executing the pro-
gram, the processor 2102 implements the information
transmission method.
[0194] A base station is further provided in the embod-
iments of the present disclosure and includes the CU and
one or more DUs.
[0195] A computer-readable storage medium is further
provided in the embodiments of the present disclosure
and is configured to store computer-executable instruc-
tions for executing the non-public network configuration
method.
[0196] In the embodiment, the storage medium may
include, but is not limited to, a universal serial bus flash
disk, a read-only memory (ROM), a random access mem-
ory (RAM), a mobile hard disk, a magnetic disk, an optical
disk or another medium capable of storing program
codes.
[0197] It is to be understood by those of ordinary skill
in the art that all or some of the steps and systems in the
methods disclosed herein and all or some of the func-
tional modules/units in the apparatuses disclosed herein
may be implemented as software, firmware, hardware or
a suitable combination thereof. In the hardware imple-
mentation, the division of the functional modules/units
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mentioned above may not correspond to the division of
physical components. For example, one physical com-
ponent may have multiple functions, or one function or
step may be performed jointly by several physical com-
ponents. Some or all of the components may be imple-
mented as software executed by a processor such as a
digital signal processor or a microprocessor, may be im-
plemented as hardware, or may be implemented as an
integrated circuit such as an application-specific integrat-
ed circuit. Such software may be distributed over com-
puter-readable media. The computer-readable media
may include computer storage media (or non-transitory
media) and communication media (or transitory media).
As is known to those of ordinary skill in the art, the term
computer storage media include volatile and non-volatile
as well as removable and non-removable media imple-
mented in any method or technology for storing informa-
tion (such as computer-readable instructions, data struc-
tures, program modules or other data). The computer
storage media include, but are not limited to, a RAM, a
ROM, an electrically erasable programmable read-only
memory (EEPROM), a flash memory, or other memory
technologies, a compact disc read-only memory (CD-
ROM), a digital video disc (DVD) or other optical disc
memories, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tapes, magnet-
ic disk memories or other magnetic storage apparatuses,
or any other medium used for storing the desired infor-
mation and accessible by a computer. Moreover, it is
known to those of ordinary skill in the art that communi-
cation media typically include computer-readable in-
structions, data structures, program modules or other da-
ta in modulated data signals such as carrier waves or
other transport mechanisms and may include any infor-
mation delivery medium.

Claims

1. A non-public network configuration method, com-
prising:

acquiring, by a centralized unit, CU, configura-
tion information of closed access group, CAG,
cells of at least one distributed unit, DU, in a
base station to which the CU belongs; and
determining, by the CU, information about an
activated CAG cell according to the configura-
tion information of the CAG cells, and notifying
the at least one DU of the information about the
activated CAG cell.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the acquiring, by the
CU, the configuration information of the CAG cells
of the at least one DU in the base station to which
the CU belongs comprises:
acquiring, by the CU, the configuration information
of the CAG cells through a fronthaul interface be-
tween the CU and the at least one DU.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the acquiring, by the
CU, the configuration information of the CAG cells
of the at least one DU in the base station to which
the CU belongs comprises:
receiving, by the CU, a first message sent by the at
least one DU, wherein the first message carries first
configuration information comprising the configura-
tion information of the CAG cells of the at least one
DU.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the first message
comprises at least one of:
an F1 setup request message or a DU configuration
update request message.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the first configuration
information comprises at least one of:

at least one cell identity;
indication information about a cell type, wherein
the cell type comprises at least one of: a close
CAG cell, a hybrid CAG cell, or a non-CAG cell;
at least one public land mobile network, PLMN,
identity to which the cell belongs;
a CAG identity configured for a cell; or
cell broadcast information configured at a DU
side, wherein the cell broadcast information
comprises at least one of: a CAG identity of a
cell or indication information about a cell type.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the notifying, by the
CU, the at least one DU of the information about the
activated CAG cell comprises:
sending, by the CU, a second feedback message
carrying second configuration information to the at
least one DU, and notifying, through the second con-
figuration information, the at least one DU of the in-
formation about the activated CAG cell.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the second feedback
message comprises at least one of:
an F1 setup response message, a DU configuration
update acknowledge message, or a CU configura-
tion update message.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the second config-
uration information comprises at least one of:

a cell identity of at least one activated CAG cell;
at least one PLMN identity to which the activated
CAG cell belongs; or
cell broadcast information configured at a CU
side, wherein the cell broadcast information
comprises a cell identity of a neighboring cell
and information indicating whether the neigh-
boring cell supports a CAG.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein after the acquiring,
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by the CU, the configuration information of the CAG
cells of the at least one DU in the base station to
which the CU belongs, the method further compris-
es:
determining, by the CU, CAG cell information of the
at least one DU according to the configuration infor-
mation of the CAG cells, and notifying a base station
excluding the base station to which the CU belongs
of the CAG cell information of the at least one DU.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the notifying, by the
CU, the base station excluding the base station to
which the CU belongs of the CAG cell information of
the at least one DU comprises: sending, by the CU,
a third message carrying third configuration informa-
tion to the base station excluding the base station to
which the CU belongs, wherein the third configura-
tion information is configured for indicating the CAG
cell information of the at least one DU.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the third message
comprises at least one of:
an interface setup message between base stations
or a node configuration update message between
base stations.

12. The method of claim 10, wherein the third configu-
ration information comprises at least one of:

at least one cell identity;
indication information about a cell type, wherein
the cell type comprises at least one of: a close
CAG cell, a hybrid CAG cell, or a non-CAG cell;
at least one PLMN identity to which the cell be-
longs; or
a CAG identity configured for a cell.

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
receiving, by the CU, a third message carrying third
configuration information and sent by a base station
excluding the base station to which the CU belongs,
and configuring, according to the third configuration
information, information about whether a neighbor-
ing cell of a cell of the base station to which the CU
belongs supports a CAG.

14. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
sending, by the CU, a paging message to a target
DU to notify the target DU of paging of a designated
user equipment, UE, in a target CAG cell.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein before the sending,
by the CU, the paging message to the target DU, the
method further comprises:
determining, by the CU, a to-be-paged target CAG
identity according to at least one CAG identity carried
in a received paging message sent by a core network
or according to the configuration information of the

CAG cells.

16. The method of claim 14, wherein before the sending,
by the CU, the paging message to the target DU, the
method further comprises:
determining, by the CU, the target DU according to
the configuration information of the CAG cells of the
at least one DU in the base station to which the CU
belongs.

17. The method of claim 14, wherein before the sending,
by the CU, the paging message to the target DU, the
method further comprises:

determining, by the CU, at least one target CAG
cell according to the configuration information
of the CAG cells of the at least one DU in the
base station to which the CU belongs,
wherein the paging message carries a cell iden-
tity of the at least one target CAG cell.

18. The method of claim 14, wherein
the paging message carries at least one paging cell
identity and at least one target CAG identity so that
the target DU determines the target CAG cell accord-
ing to the at least one paging cell identity and the at
least one target CAG identity.

19. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

acquiring, by the CU, CAG information of a tar-
get access cell according to the configuration
information of the CAG cells of the at least one
DU and according to the target access cell of a
UE;
sending, by the CU through a fourth message,
the CAG information of the target access cell to
a core network for verification; and
receiving, by the CU, verification information re-
turned by the core network, and performing an
access process on the UE according to the ver-
ification information.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the CAG informa-
tion of the target access cell comprises at least one
of:

information about a user identity;
an identity of the target access cell;
a CAG identity of the target access cell; or
information indicating a type of the target access
cell.

21. The method of claim 19, wherein the fourth message
comprises an initial uplink UE message.

22. The method of claim 19, wherein
the verification information comprises: CAG member
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verification information of the UE, wherein the CAG
member verification information is configured for
identifying whether the UE is a CAG member of the
target access cell.

23. The method of claim 19, wherein after the receiving,
by the CU, the verification information returned by
the core network, the method further comprises:
sending, by the CU, a fifth message to the DU,
wherein the fifth message carries the verification in-
formation.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the fifth message
comprises an F1 UE context setup request.

25. The method of claim 22, wherein the performing the
access process on the UE according to the verifica-
tion information comprises:

in response to the UE being the CAG member
of the target access cell, setting up a traffic con-
nection with the UE;
in response to the UE not being the CAG mem-
ber of the target access cell and the target ac-
cess cell being a close CAG cell, handing over
the UE to a non-CAG cell or releasing a connec-
tion; or
in response to the UE not being the CAG mem-
ber of the target access cell and the target ac-
cess cell being a hybrid CAG cell, handing over
the UE to a cell excluding the target access cell,
or
setting up a traffic connection with the UE and
providing a service for the UE at a service level
lower than a service level provided for the CAG
member.

26. A non-public network configuration method, com-
prising:

sending, by a distributed unit, DU, configuration
information of closed access group, CAG, cells
to a centralized unit, CU; and
determining, by the DU, information about an
activated CAG cell according to a notification
from the CU.

27. The method of claim 26, wherein after the determin-
ing, by the DU, the information about the activated
CAG cell according to the notification from the CU,
the method further comprises: sending, by the DU,
cell broadcast information in the activated CAG cell.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the cell broadcast
information comprises at least one of:

corresponding cell broadcast information con-
figured at a DU side; or

corresponding cell broadcast information con-
figured at a CU side, wherein the corresponding
cell broadcast information configured at the CU
side comprises a cell identity of a neighboring
cell and an indication of whether the neighboring
cell supports a CAG.

29. The method of claim 26, further comprising:

receiving, by the DU, a paging message sent by
the CU; and
paging, by the DU, a designated user equip-
ment, UE, in a target CAG cell according to the
paging message.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein the paging, by the
DU, the designated UE in the target CAG cell ac-
cording to the paging message comprises:
paging, by the DU according to a cell identity of at
least one target CAG cell carried in the paging mes-
sage, the designated UE in the target CAG cell des-
ignated by the paging message.

31. The method of claim 29, wherein the paging, by the
DU, the designated UE in the target CAG cell ac-
cording to the paging message comprises:
determining, by the DU, the target CAG cell accord-
ing to at least one paging cell identity and at least
one target CAG identity carried in the paging mes-
sage, and paging the designated UE in the target
CAG cell.

32. The method of claim 26, further comprising:

receiving, by the DU, a radio resource control,
RRC, connection request message sent by a
UE,
wherein the RRC connection request message
carries an identity of a target access cell of the
UE;
sending, by the DU, the RRC connection request
message to the CU; and
receiving, by the DU, verification information
sent by the CU.

33. The method of claim 32, wherein the receiving, by
the DU, the verification information sent by the CU
comprises:

receiving, by the DU, a fifth message sent by
the CU, wherein the fifth message carries the
verification information;
wherein the fifth message comprises an F1 UE
context setup request, the verification informa-
tion comprises CAG member verification infor-
mation of the UE, and the CAG member verifi-
cation information is configured for identifying
whether the UE is a CAG member of the target
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access cell.

34. A non-public network configuration apparatus, com-
prising:

an acquisition module, which is configured to
acquire configuration information of closed ac-
cess group, CAG, cells of at least one distributed
unit, DU, in a base station to which the acquisi-
tion module belongs; and
a notification module, which is configured to de-
termine information about an activated CAG cell
according to the configuration information of the
CAG cells, and notify the at least one DU of the
information about the activated CAG cell.

35. A non-public network configuration apparatus, com-
prising:

a sending module, which is configured to send
configuration information of closed access
group, CAG, cells to a centralized unit, CU; and
a determination module, which is configured to
determine information about an activated CAG
cell according to a notification from the CU.

36. A centralized unit, CU, comprising a memory, a proc-
essor, and a computer program stored in the memory
and executable by the processor, wherein when ex-
ecuting the computer program, the processor imple-
ments the non-public network configuration method
of any one of claims 1 to 25.

37. A distributed unit, DU, comprising a memory, a proc-
essor, and a computer program stored in the memory
and executable by the processor, wherein when ex-
ecuting the computer program, the processor imple-
ments the non-public network configuration method
of any one of claims 26 to 33.

38. A base station, comprising the CU of claim 36 and
at least one DU of claim 37.

39. A computer-readable storage medium, which is con-
figured to store computer-executable instructions for
executing the non-public network configuration
method of any one of claims 1 to 33.
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